Seesaw (https://web.seesaw.me/ ) is a powerful learning tool that connects students,
teachers and parents. It is an excellent tool for distant learning that helps teachers to organize
their work. The Seesaw Class and Family apps are available on iOS, Android, and Kindle Fire
devices. You can also use Seesaw on the web using a computer or Chromebook via a Chrome,
Firefox, or Edge browser.
Here are some benefits of using Seesaw:










It is free. Teachers can use all tools without any payment. However, if they would like
to get more benefits from Seesaw, they could upgrade.
Teachers can create their own classes and invite students and parents for meaningful
collaboration.
Parents can see the work of their children and leave comments on it.
Seesaw creates a Digital portfolio for each student.
Teachers can invite colleagues to be co-teachers and to collaborate together.
Once the class has been created, the system generates an unique Class code and Home
learning codes for each student. Students use these codes to log in.
This virtual classroom has a Journal where all students’ work is published after
teachers’ approval. Teachers decide if the materials published in the Journal will be
visible by all students or each student will see only his/her work.
Teachers can Post Student Work, Assign Activity and Send Announcement from their
profiles simply by clicking on the green “+Add” button.
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A) Post Students Work in the Journal. Teachers can choose among the several
tools (photo, drawing, video, upload a file, note or link) how to present the
learning task to their students.
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1. Photo: Take a photo of what you want and upload on the Journal.
2. Drawing: Opens a whiteboard with many possibilities: to write, the record
instructions or explanation about the task, to take a photo, to insert different
shapes and backgrounds and to draw.

Teachers can use variety of shapes and background according to the school
subject they teach (Language, Math, Music and so on). Examples:
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Shapes

Backgrounds
All school subjects

Math worksheet
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Music worksheet

3. Video: With the video tool, teachers can record an explanation of the task (the
lesson) and post it in the Journal. Students will watch the recording and fulfill the
task form their profiles.
4. Upload: file, photo or video.
5. Note: Opens a sheet of notebook where teachers can write.

When teachers prepare some work for the students, they can decide whether to
post it to the whole class or to a separate student.
B) Assign Activity
This tool gives teachers the opportunity to browse activity from the
Community Library or to create his/her own. May teachers bear in their minds
that there are plenty of resources created by other teachers from the
community. They can use these resources in original or modify according to
their needs.
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If teachers decide to create a new activity, they can use the same tools like in the “Post
Student Work” view. In the activity created, they can insert links of any website, record voice
or video instructions, insert a whiteboard, upload a photo, video or file, add note.
Once the activity has been created, it can be kept in teachers’ library until the day
when the teachers decide to assign it to the students or they can immediately assign to a class.
All created activities can be edited, deleted or shared with the community.
Teachers can also create Collections according to the kind of activity they assign. I am
a primary teacher and I found a good way for myself to create collections for all primary school
subjects that I teach (Bulgarian language, English, Math, Music, Man and Society and so on).
Once I’ve checked the student’s activity, I move it to the appropriate collection. The system
generates Students’ Digital Portfolio for all school subjects that teachers can download in pdf
file and prove students’ work. In the Portfolio the information about the date when the work
is done and comments is kept.
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Click on the Collections of each student to
download his/her Digital portfolio.

To do the activities signed by their teachers, students must log in and then click on
“Add Response”.

Then they can use exactly the same tools like in “Drawing”: students can record
a voice answer, write a text, take a picture, use the drawing tools. To save their
work, students must click on the green tick.
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Teachers can always review students’ work and contact those students who
haven’t done their work on time. They can write or record a comment to give a
feedback.

C) Send Announcement
Teachers can easily communicate with students and parent by sending an
announcement to them.
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Students like their teachers can publish content in the Journal. According to the
Journal settings, students’ content will be visible only to him/her and the teacher or to
the whole class.
Class blog: Seesaw allows teachers to create a class blog where students’ work could
be published. The blog is protected with a password and only people who have the
password can see students’ publication. Students can publish content in the blog but
it will be visible only after teachers’ approval. Teachers can connect their students to
other classrooms through Seesaw Connected Blogs.
Seesaw doesn’t have a tool for synchronous communication. Although you can’t
organize a videoconference, there are a lot of opportunities to organize your distant
learning, to manage and assess student’s work and to keep parents informed about
their child’s progress.
For more information, please visit: https://web.seesaw.me/
All you need to start using the tool, you’ll find in Seesaw tutorial for teachers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l231B9sk_nI
Step by step instruction to download Seesaw on your device:
https://help.seesaw.me/hc/en-us/articles/204687495-What-platforms-andoperating-systems-does-Seesaw-supportSee
also
“Seesaw
for
school”:
https://help.seesaw.me/hc/enus/articles/115003713406-What-is-Seesaw-for-Schools-
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